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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an alternative method 

for the fusion of multiple classifier outputs to obtain a 

potential improvement in the classification performance. 

Our method mainly operates on decisions of several 

classifiers, and the individual classifiers, which are trained 

on different data sets, share common classes and some of 

them also individually deal with classifying different class 

labels. For this reason, we first aim to define a common 

space to represent all the class labels and then propose a 

supervised learning approach to effectively recognize 

patterns of the tuples that are formed by concatenating 

classifiers outputs based on top-N rankings. To evaluate the 

performance of our method, we utilize Random Forest (RF) 

classifier for this multiclass classification problem and the 

results demonstrate that our method can achieve promising 

performance improvement in true positive rate of 

classification compared to that of the best performing 

individual classifier yields. 
 

Index Terms—classifier output fusion, random decision 

forest, supervised learning, decision support systems  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of a traditional decision support 

system is to develop a model that is able to produce 

correct decisions in a computationally efficient manner 

with given a small amount of input data [1]. The 

correctness of decision outputs is very crucial especially 

in safety critical applications. Due to the limitation of 

existing individual methods to obtain the best 

performance in overall accuracy, researchers have come 

up with a suggestion that one solution for overcoming 

this limitation might be to combine existing well 

performing methods, hoping that better results will be 

achieved. Such fusion of information coming from 

different sources seems to be worth applying because of 

the idea that each of individual methods performing on its 

own data set should produce different errors, assuming 

that all individual methods perform well, combination of 

such multiple experts should reduce overall classification 

error and consequently enable to predict correct outputs. 

The problem of classifier fusion has naturally emerged 

as a need of improvement of classification rates obtained 

from individual classifiers. Recently, many efforts have 

been made aiming at combining multiple classifiers into 

one classification system. Fusion of information obtained 
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from multiple sources can be generally applied on three 

different levels of abstraction related to the flow of the 

classification process: data level fusion, feature level 

fusion, classifier fusion [2]. Among these levels, a vast 

number of methods or theories have been developed for 

classifier fusion also referred to as decision fusion. 

Essentially, the classifier fusion techniques for multiple 

classifier systems (MCSs) can be divided into two 

general groups: The fusion strategies generally associated 

with the first group operate on classifiers and aim to 

develop a new classifier structure based on those multiple 

classifiers. These methods [3]-[6] ignore classifier 

outputs until the combination process finds out a single 

best classifier or a group of selected classifiers whose 

outputs are taken as a final decision of entire decision 

system. The second group of methods [7]-[10] mainly 

operate on classifier outputs as our proposed approach 

does, and investigate on new calculation techniques for 

successful combination of decisions by multiple experts 

and to produce a single decision.  

In this work, we propose a new method for the fusion 

of multiple classifiers’ outputs or decision labels based on 

a supervised learning approach. Our method treats the 

classifier outputs simply as the input to a second-level 

classifier, and in particular exploit Random Forest (RF) 

algorithm trained on large number of tuples of ranked-

outputs obtained from individual classifiers to make 

prediction on final class decision. Our work significantly 

differs from previous techniques, for instance voting 

method [11], simple aggregation operators [12], 

behavior-knowledge space [13], in several ways: (1) 

Individual classifiers of the entire system should not 

necessarily work on totally same class labels, and hence 

our method allows the fusion of classifiers dealing with 

different class labels (2) Instead of considering only the 

most probable decision of classifiers, our approach 

depends on incorporation of the ranking of best N 

decisions of individual classifiers to obtain a final class 

decision (3) Though none of the individual classifiers 

cannot achieve to predict correct class label within top-N 

decision labels, the proposed method has the ability to 

find correct class label thanks to our approach for 

reformulating classifier combination to a multiclass 

classification problem. 
The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: In 

Section II, the proposed multiple classifier fusion 

approach is presented. We provide a description of the 
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experimental setup with a brief dataset explanation and 

demonstrate the classification results in Section III, and 

finally we give concluding remarks in Section IV. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The method that we propose in this work purely 

exploits output classes, which are decided by individual 

classifiers, and aims to model the relation between tuples 

and corresponding correct label of an instance in a 

supervised learning approach. The tuples mentioned here 

simply denote the representations of outputs of individual 

classifiers in a ranked way. The top-N decisions of each 

individual classifier are concatenated and then given as 

the input to a supervised classifier which can successfully 

predict the relations between tuples and correct class 

labels. As shown in Fig. 1, the individual classifiers we 

have used in this study are trained on different data sets, 

and therefore possess their own feature vector. In addition 

to this, the class labels that each individual classifier 

operates on are not exactly same. Therefore, we first need 

to represent each class label in a common space and all 

class labels are represented with associated feature values. 

In the last step, a supervised learning algorithm is 

employed on the feature vector representation of 

classifier outputs to estimate single best class label from 

whole label space. The flow diagram of our method for 

the fusion of multiple classifier outputs is illustrated in 

Fig. 1. 

A. Whole Label Space Formation 

As it was mentioned before, since some of class labels 

that individual classifiers are designed to classify are 

similar and some others vary across individual classifiers, 

one should form a common label space including all class 

labels of individual classifiers to enable the development 

of a multiple classifier system which is able to operate on 

whole label space and can effectively make prediction on 

combined classification system. To this end, we propose 

to reformulate the fusion of multiple classifier outputs as 

a multiclass classification problem. This will allow us to 

estimate the correct label of an instance from a larger 

label set, which may not be possible in the case that all 

individual classifiers operate on same class labels, as well 

as will provide the possibility to increase the accuracy of 

predicting correct classes for the shared class labels 

among individual classifiers. 

Our approach for whole label space formation can be 

described as follows, also note that same notations are 

used throughout the paper: 

Let our decision system have 
CN number of different 

classifiers operating on their own class label space and let 

us define a set of S including all individual classifier: 

1 2{ }
CNS c ,c ,....,c . Starting from 

1c  sequentially, each 

class label of 
nc in S  is numbered incrementally from 1  

to M , where M  is total number of distinct class labels 

for all classifiers in S . As a result, all common (shared 

more than one classifier) classes for all 
nc S  are 

labeled with same numeric value and each distinct class is 

assigned to an integer in the interval of [0, ]M . "0"  value 

stands for the empty outputs obtained from any 
nc S , 

meaning that the individual classifier 
nc , if available for 

this classifier, cannot assign the test instance to any of its 

class labels.  

B. Representation of Classifier Outputs 

After forming the label space as stated in Section II-A, 

output classes of individual classifiers are assigned to an 

appropriate numeric value from this space. Then, we 

represent the classifier outputs as a series of elements 

named as “tuple”, each of whose elements include an 

integer value from whole label space. Suppose that a test 

instance 
it  is classified by each 

nc S , and let us denote 

the top-N class labels obtained from classifier 
ic  with 

1 2
( )

i i iNc c cl ,l ,...,l  where each [0, ]inl M , the tuple of an 

instance 
it  is generated by concatenating top-N results of 

individual classifiers and can be represented as follows:  

 
11 12 1 1 2

( ),....,( )
i N N N N NC C C

t c c c c c cT l ,l ,...,l l ,l ,...,l      (1) 

Test instances are given as the input to each individual 

classifier and the resulted top-N outputs of the classifiers 

are represented with tuples as indicated in (1), aiming at 

finding the best output from label space. The tuples are 

represented in 
CN N - dimensional space. 

C. Supervised Learning of Tuples 

As opposed to simple techniques in literature, such as 

majority voting and behavior-knowledge space, to obtain 

the best final decision from multiple output of classifiers; 

in this study, we aim to automatically learn the reliability 

of individual classifiers by calculating the weights of 

classifier decisions. To do this, we intend to utilize a 

supervised machine learning algorithm to learn the 

corresponding weights of features from a training data 

which includes a large number of tuples and their 

corresponding true class labels. 

The fusion problem here is formulated as a multiclass 

classification problem, where we target to predict the 

correct class labels from the tuples of instances. To 

perform prediction on a large set of tuples, we have used 

Random Forest (RF) algorithm [14] due to its efficiency 

in terms of both classification accuracy and computation 

time for this multiclass problem. Empirically we also 

attempted to utilize Support Vector Machine (SVM) to 

compare the performance. However, we have observed 

that especially applying SVM for multiclass classification 

with traditional methods, for instance one-versus-one 

(OvA), or one-versus-rest (OvR), takes too much time 

during both training to build M different models and 

testing a new instance to predict final class decision. 

Furthermore, the detection rate of correct classes when 

using multiclass SVM is slightly smaller than that of RF 

algorithm achieves. 
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Figure 1.  Architecture of the proposed fusion scheme of multiple classifier outputs. Each single classifier is trained on its own data set and top-N 
class labels obtained from these classifiers are directly used for tuple formation procedure. In the end, a supervised classifier operating on multiple 

classes decides final class. 

The number of individual classifiers we employ in this 

study is almost 3, and the number of classes that each 

classifier work on classifying is 8, 6 and 12, respectively. 

The third classifier mainly consists of all the distinct class 

labels from whole label space, and hence the total number 

of distinct classifiers operated by all classifiers is 12. 

Since our second classifier cannot provide a statistical 

class distribution and is able to estimate only two best 

class labels, this limits us to work with top-2 decisions of 

each classifier due to the purpose of maintaining 

consistency between individual classifiers. Therefore, the 

dimension of each tuple becomes 6 in our case. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, 

in this study we have used our own data set which is 

generated by running a batch test on the entire decision 

support system to obtain top-N decisions of individual 

classifiers. The overall data set is comprised of tuples of 

decisions with their associated real class labels. After 

completing batch test, the total number of tuples in data 

set that we obtained is 8402. As stated before, the 

dimension of each tuple is 6 in the data and available 

number of distinct class labels is 12. As shown in Fig. 2, 

the whole data set is highly imbalanced, where 

approximately 80% of the data points are covered by only 

4 classes. The data set is partitioned into training and test 

subsets in the ratio of 50%-50%. 10 such partitions are 

generated randomly for the experiments to effectively 

generalize the overall performance of the classifier. On 

each partition, the combination classifier is trained and 

tested respectively.  

For RF classifier, the optimal number of tree is 

estimated according to the out-of-bag (OOB) 

classification error metric. The OOB classification errors 

are calculated using up to 600 decision trees. The number 

of tree satisfying the lowest OOB error is determined to 

be used in all training phases of the partitions. For each 

partition, the maximum number of variable used in each 

split is empirically fixed to 2 – the smallest integer close 

to 
CN N . The performance evaluation of the proposed 

classifier output fusion method depends on following 

well-known metrics in literature: Precision, Recall, 

Accuracy, F1 score. In fact, we use the weighted average 

of these metrics due to the imbalanced class distribution 

of the data, and final performance of the algorithm on 

data set is the average of the results over 10 partitions. 

These metrics are calculated as provided in [15].  

 

Figure 2.  Frequency distribution of each class instances in the data set. 

TABLE I.  AVERAGE PERFORMANCE VALUES IN PERCENT (%) OF INDIVIDUAL CLASSIFIERS AND COMBINATION CLASSIFIER WITH VARIOUS CASES. 
METRIC VALUES ARE WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF THE VALUES OBTAINED FROM EACH CLASS IN CLASSIFICATION. OVERALL PERFORMANCE VALUES 

ARE CALCULATED BY AVERAGING OVER 10 PARTITIONS. 

 

Individual Classifiers Combination Cases 

Metric  Classifier 1 Classifier 2 Classifier 3 
 Top-1 

(All) 

Top-2 

(All) 

Top-2 

(Class. 1-2) 

Top-2 

(Class. 1-3) 

Top-2 

(Class. 2-3) 

Precision 47,33 60,32 66,74 73,25 75,13 63,28 71,42 71,16 

Recall 57,17 65,78 64,26 74,90 76,27 67,96 73,21 73,85 

Accuracy 79,70 83,21 85,18 88,71 89,90 83,48 87,35 87,76 

F1 score 50,54 61,71 63,21 73,12 75,36 62,45 71,24 71,64 
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The average performance values for each individual 

classifier and combination classifier with different cases 

are shown in Table I. Both the best results for individual 

classifiers and for various cases of combination algorithm 

are highlighted with bold fonts in the table. Results in 

Table I demonstrate that Classifier 3 achieves the best 

performance among all three individual classifiers in 

terms of precision, accuracy and F1 score. As mentioned 

before, this classifier can classify all distinct classes 

within whole label space, and hence this result is 

expected. However, Classifier 2 achieves the highest 

average true positive rate (recall) of classes among all 

three classifiers since this classifier outperforms other 

individual classifiers in accurate classification of 

instances of Class 1 which covers slightly more than half 

of all instances in test data as depicted in Fig. 1. As 

compared to other two classifiers, Classifier 1 shows the 

worst performance and thus can be considered as a weak 

classifier in this problem. 

In this study, we also aim to investigate the 

performance of our proposed label fusion method by 

examining various cases including number of individual 

classifiers used in combination and the number (N) of 

top-N to comprehend the relation of these variables with 

classification performance. The right part of Table I 

shows the average metric values with respect to different 

cases. As it can be understood by Table I, the best case 

satisfying highest performance in terms of all metrics is 

when all three individual classifiers are used with their 

top-2 classification outputs. The recall rate compared to 

that of the best individual classifier (Classifier 2) yields is 

increased by roughly 16% and the corresponding 

improvement in F1 score from Classifier 3 to this 

combination case is almost 19.2%. Although the 

improvement in four metric values is slightly decreased 

when top-1 (the most probable) decisions are used in 

fusion algorithm, the increase both in recall and F1 scores 

is still significant compared to the average performance 

of the best individual classifier, which is around 10% and 

15% respectively for recall and F1 score metrics. This 

suggests that even reducing the dimension of tuples and 

taking the single best decisions of individual classifiers 

into account for fusion procedure may lead to better 

prediction of the correct class of an instance. Reducing 

the dimension of tuples also results in a decrease in 

computation time required for output fusion of multiple 

classifiers. 

Furthermore, the results in Table I indicate that 

reduction in the number of available individual classifiers 

results in obtaining worse performance in output fusion. 

Despite utilizing top-2 classifier decisions of individuals, 

the performance of combination is greatly affected by the 

elimination of the best performing individual classifier, 

which is actually Classifier 3, and only using Classifier 1 

and 2 in this case. The results present that with the use of 

the best performing classifier, the recall, precision and F1 

score rates can be improved up to 74%, 71.5% and 71.7%, 

respectively. However, all of these results are actually 

lower than the ones obtained by using all individual 

classifiers, which means that even a weak individual 

classifier can contribute to overall classification 

performance by providing additional information to 

supervised learning of combination algorithm. Our results 

demonstrate that adding other classifier(s) to the entire 

system most likely leads to better performance in 

accurate detection of classes in multiclass classification 

problem. 

 

Figure 3.  Average recall rates (%) of the most frequent three classes for 
each classifier in the system. 

The average recall rates of the most frequent three 

classes, which is Class 1, Class 4 and Class 3 respectively 

as illustrated in Fig. 2, for each individual classifier and 

combination classifier with the use of top-2 decisions are 

provided in Fig. 3. The best true positive rates are 

achieved by combination classifier for Class 1-4 and by 

Classifier 3 for Class 3. The second best result for Class 3 

is obtained by combination classifier with approximately 

8% decrease when compared to Classifier 3. The most 

frequent class in the test set is correctly predicted by 

combination classifier with a rate of 91.7%, which leads 

to increase in overall accuracy value as shown in Table I.  

 

Figure 4.  Comparison of the results of individual classifiers and 

combination classifier, number of instances satisfying following 
conditions: IW = All of the individual classifiers decide WRONG class, 

IT = At least one of the individual classifiers predicts TRUE class, CW 
= Combination classifier decides WRONG class, CT = Combination 

classifier predicts TRUE class. 

To understand both the weaknesses and strengths of 

our proposed fusion technique in a better way, we applied 

a strict comparison approach by comparing the number of 

test instances which are correctly or incorrectly classified 

by at least one or all individual classifiers and 

combination classifier. There are totally four different 

cases with pairs satisfying these conditions for 

comparison, and the number of test instances satisfying 
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each case is provided in Fig. 4. These results are obtained 

by using all three classifiers with their top-2 decisions 

and averaging over 10 partitions. Approximately 72% of 

test instances, which are correctly classified by at least 

one of the individual classifiers within top-2 decisions, 

are also assigned to true class label by combination 

classifier. With nearly 6% rate, the proposed fusion 

technique can achieve to predict correct class label even 

none of the top-2 decisions of individual classifiers is 

correct for these instances. This is expected due to the 

fact that we formulate the fusion of classifier outputs as 

classification of multiple classes and by employing a 

supervised classification algorithm at the top level, our 

approach may enable to predict a different - correct 

indeed - class which does not exist in the formed tuple. 

Nevertheless, as a weakness of our method we should 

conclude from Fig. 4 that the correct classes of roughly 

13% of test instances, which are correctly detected by at 

least one of the classifiers within best two decisions, 

cannot be predicted by fusion algorithm. In order to 

evaluate the degree of weakness, we applied a simple 

majority voting to obtain a single decision within classes 

presented in tuples for these test instances and we have 

found out that 84% of them cannot be classified correctly 

by majority voting, either.  

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, we have described an alternative method 

for the fusion of classification outputs obtained from 

multiple individual classifiers. To predict the single best 

decision of entire system, our method primarily intends to 

perform the fusion of decisions of several individual 

classifiers by representing ranked top-N classifier outputs 

with so-called “tuples” and effectively formulating the 

classifier output fusion as a multiclass classification 

problem where a supervised classification algorithm can 

be applied to a large number of tuples with their 

corresponding true class labels. Our extensive 

experimental results with various combination cases 

present that the proposed method achieves to enable 

potential improvement in the classification performance. 

Due to the limitation arising from one of the individual 

classifier of our decision support system, which does not 

originally provide more than top-2 decisions, this work 

cannot present the detailed evaluation of fusion 

performance with respect to changes in the number (N) of 

best decisions for each individual classifier considered in 

tuple formation. Therefore, a good future direction of this 

work can be examining our proposed approach with 

different individual classifiers for which statistical 

classifiers may be a good example, enabling further 

analysis of the effect of top-N decisions on the 

performance of combination classifier in terms of both 

computation time and overall classification reliability. 
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